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> SKYLIGHT BASES INCORPORATE EXCLUSIVE REGENT PRESS-FORMED FLASHINGS

> RAISED UNITS FOR LOW PITCHED ROOFS

> COLOUR MATCHING
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The skylight system illustrations contained in this brochure are the sole property of Regent Skylights and are reserved under copyright law. It is the responsibility 
of the user to ensure that the selected skylight system complies with the relevant building codes and authorities requirements. Regent Skylights reserves the right 
to improve or modify the skylight systems at any time. Zincalume® and Colorbond® are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited. VELUX and FCM are 

registered trademarks of the VELUX GROUP
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REGENT EASY FIX FLASHING BASES 

C06

S011140 x 700 FLS



Skylight bases can be supplied with a painted finish to suit standard Colorbond® colours. 

Special colour matches are also available on request.
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SUIT VELUX® VS, FS OR VSE SKYLIGHTS

Models are available to suit all VELUX® FS, VS and VSE skylights. VELUX® Skylights satisfy AS3959 - 2009 
requirements up to BAL40. Most sizes can be supplied incorporating Regent's exclusive press-formed 

Zincalume® flashing systems reducing installation time and reliance on sealants.

Bases can be suppled incorporating a Pitch adapter (see figure below) to allow skylights to be installed onto low 
pitched roofs. Recommended to use on roofs under 15°. The use of skylight bases with the Pitch adapter 

reduses normal installation time by doing away with the usual on-site fabrication to raise the pitch of the skylight.
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